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As University Opened Air Series Over
Station
WTOL

Trustees Okay
Plans To Build
New Infirmary

Stage Manager Is
Interlocutor As
Cast Gives Story

The University Board of Trustees
approved the plans for a $34,000 infirmary at their regular board meeting last Friday, according to a statement from President Frank J. Prout.
The plans were sent to the new
WPA authorities in Toledo. If the
plans are approved, the office of Dr.
Helen Todd will be moved from the
Men's Gym to the new building and
the hospital facilities in Shatzel Hall
will be dispensed with.
The architectural design, planned
by John P. Schooley, state architect,
includes modern facilities for hospitalixation with accommodations for
20 beds.
If present plans materialise, the
building will be located on the drive
behind ShaUel and Williams Halls,
midway between the two dormitories.
Of the total cost of $34,000, the
Welda Berlincourt, above, it the
University will supply $8,600 or onefourth. The Federal Government will director of "Our Town" which will
furnish the rest in the form of WPA bo glvon Thursday and Friday evening*. MUa Berlincourt is a aenior
Caught just before radio lights at station WTOL, Toledo, flashed allotments.
from Fremont.
"On the Air" Sunday at 5:30 p.m. ar* Janes Plait, ■tuelent announcer,
Pret-ident Frank J. Prout. who spoke briefly, Paul Ullon, piano soloist,
and Prof. J. Paul Kennedy's Treble Clef Club, whow songs carried on the
major part of the first of six University Sunday evening half hour air
••ri«.
Photoa hy Mialke and Williams

Dr. Prout, Treble Clef Club,
PauljUllom Open Air Series
Platt Is Director And Announcer Of
Of Six Programs To Be Presented By
University Groups Over WTOL

First

President Frank J. Prout set forth the values of education
and the educational opportunities here in Bowling Green in the
first University broadcast of the year over Toledo's station WTOL
Sunday afternoon, inaugurating a series of six radio programs
presented by various departments of the University each Sunday
from 6:30 to 6:00 p. m.
Urging: that more young people*
should take advantage of the oppor- W r> A •¥»
D «»»»•«» rlo
tunitiea here and in other colleges in VT.IT ^\. lO IxegTaUC
northwestern Ohio, the President
A««J Rainar] ■r,wmrA
stated that a student could attend
/Mid IXCSeeU \JTOYC
Bowling-Green at a minimum of $326
Behind
Shatzd
Musical numbers by the Treble Clef
Club under the direction of Prof. J.
Paul Kennedy formed the main part
of the program.
A group of 30 women singers selected from the 60 members of the Treble
Clef Club sang "Adoramus Te" by
Palestrina, "Lift Thine Eyes" by
Mendelssohn, and "Lo, A Voice to
Heaven Sounding" by Bortniasdy.
Following President Prout's message the Club sang four Christmas
carols, lovely old folk tunes from
other countries—"Whence Comes This
Rush of Wings Afar," "Carol of the
Bells", "Angels O'er the Fields are
Flying", and "Deck the Halla".
Paul Ullom, senior music student,
also contributed to the musical portion of the program with a piano solo,
"Symphonic Etude."
James Platt, senior, was program
director and student announcer for
the broadcast.
Transportation to Toledo was furnished by faculty members under the
supervision of Dean A. B. Conklin.

Members Initiated
By Book And Motor
Twenty-three new members were
initiated into Book and Motor, University honor society, Monday evening at a party held at the Woman's
Club. The new members, elected on a
basis of campus activity as well as
scholarship, had to meet the requirement of a 3.4 scholastic average in
order to be eligible, according to
Dr. Walter Zaugg, faculty advisor.
New members are Marian Archibald, Dondus Berndt, Elsie CHnger,
Helen Friend, Pauline Hagemyer,
Ruth Hardin, Ellen Henderson, Howard Huffman, James Hunter, Roth
Kohls, James Ludwick, Martha McCann, Rath Meek, Alts Miller, Evelyn Myers, Phyllis Portmann, Charles
Rankowski, Alma Roach and Marjorie Sutter, sophomores; Mildred Foltz,
junior; and Clarence Hochanadel and
Loyd Long, seniors.
Certificates were presented to the
new members at the initiation party,
followed by games and the singing
of Christmas carols. Bill Chappell,
president of the group, conducted
the initiation ceremony. Those on
the initiation committee were: Miss
Grace Tressel, Darwin Mayfield and
Richard Lilley. Those on the program committee were; Miss Caroline
Nielson, Rex Moorhead and Muriel
Goodrich. Margaret Kaiser was in
charge of arrangements.

Further work on the campus improvement by the W.P.A. has been
started in the grove of trees directly behind Shatzel Hall. Most of the
grove was formerly a gravel and
hard-pan clay base which would not
allow grass to grow. Under this new
project the grove will be regraded
and seeded in the spring.
The side banks are being resloped
and leveled and will be covered with
black loam which will enable grass
to grow more plentiful along the
banks. Dead trees are being removed
and will be replaced by new ones.

Assembly Honors
Football Teams
Twenty-one varsity and 13 freshmen football players were given
recognition in today's assembly. The
varsity players recognized are: Dale
Good, George Madaras, Harold Mehow, Mike Kormazis, ends; LaMar
Knecht, Bob Barnett, Don Brashley,
guards; Ed Siminski, captain, John
Klenner, Adolph Madaras, tackles;
Tiny Riddle, and Parks, centers;
Archie Steele, John Falls, Ed Mussill, quarterbacks; Steve Brudzinski,
captain-elect, Dewey Johnson, Ralph
Foster, Eddie Wellner, halfbacks;
Chuck Catanese, fullback.
Freshman recognition went to:
Bus Buchenmyer, Bob Dillman, George
Hampshire, Bob Hill, Bob McCloud,
Paul Jones, Elmer
Noss, Steve
Randolph, Eugene Richcey, George
Vebber, Harry Williams, Lowell Sielshott, Frank Usak.

Mystery of Missing New Absence Rule
Put Into Effect
Box Is Solved
By Administration
Would-be aspirants to Sigma Tau

Delta, national literary fraternity,
must have been stumped on the deadline date of the organization's contest The rules stated that contributions would be accepted up to
Nov. 22, midnight. But if anyone
dashed around in the last dark hours
looking for the box, he was disappointed.
The box disappeared—early Wednesday afternoon. With it went the
literary endeavors of those who were
punctual enough to beat the deadline. There were some conjectures
as to Its whereabouts—whether looted by some talent scout in search of
new genius, or by curious undergrads
with time on their hands.
But the situation was not actually
so dramatic. One of the janitors,
who had seen the box kicked about
for weeks, simply decided to clean
house. Fortunately, however, before
his cleaning was completed, the manuscripts were discovered and duly
turned over to Sigma Tau Delta.

Y.M.C.A. WILL GIVE $27 IN PRIZES
TO PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST WINNERS
Key Editor Plans To Use
Acceptable Prints
In Yearbook
Twenty-seven dollars in hard rash
will be given as prizes in the Y.M.C.
A.-sponsored photography contest now
under way, Don Lehman, contest
chairman, said yesterday.
Prizes of $5, $8 and $2 will go to
the first, second and third prize winners respectively in both the enlargement and contact divisions. A grand
prise of $7 will be offered to the photographer whose print receives the
greatest number of points in the
judging.
However, no person can

Plan Is Expected To Do
Away With Chronic
Class Cutting

A new plan of student attendance
in classes was put into effect by the
administration, Monday.
Members
of the faculty and student body were
informed of the new plan following
an announcement by Dr. Frank J.
Prout.
Under this new plan the faculty
will refuse a student admittance to
class when the student has missed
during the semester one class meeting
more than the number of times the
class moots per week. The student
must then secure a permit from the
Dean of Men or the Dean of Women
in order to return to class.
Absences from the class on the
days immediately preceedlng or following a vacation period regularly
scheduled on the college calendar
will be recorded as double absences.
Dean Conklin announced that all
cuts made so far this year are to be
counted against the student and those
students that have more than their
limited number of cuts should see him
in order to get permission to enter
class.
All students will have a clean slate
The presentation of plaques to the at the start of the second semester.
organization giving the best assembly program in the second semester,
ownership of a new filing cabinet
for Council records, official stationery
for the Council, and the obtaining
of a constitution from every organiAction Follows Prexy's
zation on the campus, arc some of
Apology, Payment For
the plans being pushed by the StuAlleged Damages
dent Council this semester, accordOhio
Northern University at Ada
ing to Abe Keown, president
and Bowling Green State University
Keown also mentioned that a vaonce more show amicable relations
cancy on the Council left by Meredith as the two schools -buried the hatchet
Miller, junior, who resigned because last week and agreed to resume athof outside work, will have to be fill- letic relations, according to President
ed by a representative appointed by Frank J. Prout
Ath(etic contests were cancelled
the officers of the junior class.
for a period of five years by the
Singing and ushering at assembly Polar Bears' administration after a
programs is also a Student Council group of spirited Falcon followers
project, in charge of Margaret Ben- had allegedly disturbed the peace at
Ada in the small hours of the mornder. Students in charge of the other
ing prior to their homecoming game
projects are Darl Gatchell, Margaret with Bowling Green last fall.
Ernst and Vennie Petcof.
President Front of Bowling Green
A new meeting place, the Board sent a letter of apology and a check to
of Trustees room, has been provided cover damagea to President Robert
Williams of Ohio Northern last week.
for the Council by President Frank After telephone and telegraph wires
J. Prout, Keown said.
hummed for a day, both schools confessed their shortcomings and will
be back, side by side, in the throes
of the Ohio Conference next season.
No games have as yet been scheduled, but the two schools will match
wits and brawn on the field and
hardwood just as soon as their schedreceive more than one prize, he de- ules permit.
clared.
Prints may be submitted at any
time by dropping them in a locked Dr. Moore Returns To
Campus After Illness
box provided in the Well. Lehman
•Sol,
requests that names and technical daDr. George Moore, who has been
ta be printed plainly on the back of
the prints. Pictures are to be mount- recovering from an emergency aped on stiff paper, preferably white or pendicitis operation during the last
two weeks, returned Monday to teach
grey.
Ruth Osbom, editor of the Key, his regular schedule of classes in the
has stated that all acceptable pic- biology department.
During bis absence, Dr. Moore's
tures will be published in the Annual
and that special recognition will be classes were taught .by Ellsworth
Hendrickson, biology instructor in
given the seven prize winners.
The contest is to close after the Point Place Hlfh School of Toledo,
first week in January. The exact who has been unoccupied following the
closing of the Toledo schools.
date has not yet been set.

Student Council
Pushes Plans For
Chapel Awards

No. 11

Bare Stage To Be Setting For
Life, Death In 'Our Town

Project Goes To Toledo
For Approval Of
WPA Heads

James

NEXT WEEK
COMMONERS' ALL-CAMPUS

High School And College
Students Invited
By Players
The Auditorium stage will become the town of Grovers Corners, N. H., Thursday and Friday evenings at 8:15 p.m., as
the University Players present
"Our Town," Thornton Wilder's
play of younp; love, marriage
and death in a New England
village at the turn of the century.
The stage will have no scenery,
and the bare brick wall at the rear
will form the background. A garden trellis indicates the path from
the street to one of the houses. And
when the two young lovers cull to
each other from their upstairs windows, they merely stand above the
stage on step ladders.
Stage Manager Begins Play
The play will begin with the stage
manager's coming upon the stage.
This part is played by Howard Shine.
He will tell the audience about the
town and its people. Then the story
of Emily and George, Margaret Ettinger and Bruce Siegcnthaler, will
be shown.
George and Emily fall in love and
are married. They work hard to
develop their farm. But when the
first baby comes, Emily dies. The
audience will watch as Emily is taken
to the cemetery, and it will see her
there in death.
Leaves Cemetery
Later, Emily will return to her
home to relive one of the days of
her life, but as she watches herself
during this day she grows unhappy
and is glad to return to the cemetery.
The play ends as the stage manager
pulls shut the curtain.
"Our Town" is being directed by
Miss Welda Berlincourt who studied
the play last summer at the Priscilla
Beach Summer Theatre in Massachusetts.
Visitors to Attend
Invitations to see the play have
been sent to 210 high schools and
colleges in this section of the state
by the University Players. It is expected that a large number of visitors
will be present, according to Prof.
Upton Palmer.
Tickets for townspeople of Bowling Green will be on sale today and
tomorrow at Hansaker'x Pharmacy.
Students were given an opportunity
to exchange activity cards for reserved seats Monday and Tuesday.
Student tickets will be made available before the play on both evenings.

Howard Shine, above, plays the
part of the stage manager, in the
University Players' production of
"Our Town." Mr. Shine is a senior
from Fostoria. His part in the play
is that of a narrator who describee
the setting and introduces the characters.

Eight Debaters Go
To Novice Tourney.
At Case College
Others Plan To Attend
Ohio State Meet
In Columbus
Eight members of the Bowling
Green State University debate squad
participated in the Northwestern Ohio
Debate Conference Annual Novice
Tournament which was held Saturday
at the Case School of Applied Science
in Cleveland. Four teams represented
the University in sixteen decision debates on the question, Resolved: That
the United States should follow a
policy of strict (economic and military) isolation toward nil nations
outside the Western Hemisphere engaged in armed international or civil
conflict.
Debaters Lawrence Kuhl, Bruce
Sidebotham, Eugene Keller, Waldo
Egbert, Roberta Hanline, Marjorie
Squire, Cleo Short, and I.nla Stahl
were accompanied to Cleveland by
Prof, and Mrs. Upton Palmer and
Prof. C. J. Poling.
Friday and Saturday will find
University debaters John Bronson,
Vincent Immol, Albert Boucher, and
Harold Parker journeying to Columbus to take part in the Ohio State
Debate Tournament which will be held
at Capital University.

OHIO NORTHERN RESUMES AMICABLE
RELATIONS WITH BOWLING GREEN Frances Elected
Hymn's Composer
Is In Danger Zone
Radios flashed the news, and
newspapermen wrote the story as
hard-boiled Russia crossed the border
with a steeled army and prepared
to pull a "blitzkrieg" on peaceful
Finland.
This particular incident in the current European conflict touches close
to Bowling Green in a sentimental
way. Jan Sibelius, composer of "Finlandia," is still in his war-ravaged
Finland.
American friends have
wanted him to come to the United
States.
The artist who gave us the tune
for the University hymn is in immediate danger In the European war
but Bowling Green students still
sing "Home of aspiring souls...." in
a peaceful nation.

Dr. J. E. Shafer Elected
Secretary By Professors

Kohl Hall Head
Anthony Frances, junior and Commoner, was elected president of Clayton C. Kohl Hall in a general election
last week which named a vice president, secretary and six board members. Frances was elected from a
field of four candidates, including
Robert Yarnell, Charles Arnold and
Robert Hagg.
Eugene Thomas, freshman, was
elected vice president over Bruce
Siegenthaler, freshman.
Two members of each floor were
elected to the house board. Don
Coursen and Robert Yarnell were
elected from the first floor, defeating Jesse Mittleman and Tom Feasel.
Dave Bogart and Hervey Ward won
out over Roger Patterson, Richard
Blosser and Robert Fels on the second floor. The third floor named Edward West and Richard Sprow who
were victorious over John Berie and
Robert Krift.
These officers will serve until school
ia adjourned in June. The election
was carried out according to the new
constitution which was
officially
adopted Nov. 27.

Dr. Joseph E. Shafer of the economics department was elected secretary and Duncan Scott, instructor of Prof. J. M. Cadwallader Is
journalism, was
chosen publicity
Named Sponsor Of Hall
representative of the local chapter
of the American Association of UniPresident Frank J. Prout has apversity Professors in their last bus- pointed Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cadiness meeting.
wallader as the new sponsors of Clayton C. Kohl Hall. Professor CadSentiment For Old Name
wallader is instructor of accounting.
Elects 'Bee Gee News' The new sponsors assumed residence last Saturday, replacing Mr.
Be* Gee News was selected two and Mrs, John Bunn, who were apto one over Falconlan as the per- pointed by the President for a temmanent name of the University week- porary term three weeks ago.
Professor Cadwallader taught at
ly in an all-campus election last week.
With 6B0 students casting ballots, the University of New Mexico last
877 voted for Be* Gee News, and 173 year and was at the University of
indicated their choice was Falconian. Iowa two years ago.

BEE GEE NEWS

PAGia

ASSEMBLIES DEVELOP
SPIRIT AND TRADITION
Chapel

Hour Attendance Improves
As Committee Presents
Fine Programs

It has been exceedingly gratifying during the
last few weeks to observe the splendid attendance at assembly programs. There is no reason
that the auditorium should not be filled to capacity every Wednesday morning.
The University assembly is more than just a
50-minute program. It is a place where students may develop an esprit de corps impossible
to attain in institutions as large as the University of Chicago or Columbia University. It is
a communal gathering where one learns to feel
pride for his alma mater. Like the campers that
are subtly welded together during quiet evenings
around the camp fire, students build a bond of
loyalty in assembly.
A word of appreciation should be extended
to Prof. M. C. McEwen, who presented a splendid
musical program last week.
The Entertainment Committee is making every
effort to arrange entertaining and thought-provoking programs. The Student Council has also given the matter serious consideration, and
its recommendation for all-student programs
will be carried out. The University's welfare
is near the heart of every student. Let's support its traditions and its programs. —R.B.

Placements On Honorary
Teams Reflect Coaching
The selection of football captain Ed Siminski
on several all-Ohio mythical grid teams together
with the all-Ohio and all-conference honors won
by Steve Brudzinski, "Posty" Knecht, "Chuck"
Catanese, Bob Barnett, Ed Wellner and George
Madarax not only gives deserving recognition
to these footballers, but also reflects upon the
splendid work of the coaching staff. Of course,
it especially proves Coach Ockernmn's ability
to turn out excellent players and a good team
with workable material.
Significant was the fact that the Falcons
landed two players on all-conference first teams
and that as many as seven gained other recognition, considering the team's conference record
of three wins, one loss and one tie. Other teams
with better or comparable won and lost records
were not ranked nearly so high by coaches and
writers as were the Falcons.
This indicates
that the Orange stalwarts were judged on their
consistent hard play, with less emphasis on their
record, and in that respect no other team in the
state can be rated higher than the Falcons.
Those who customarily year by year yell for
a coach's scalp are few on this campus, and
that small number must have dwindled to nothing when the mythical teams were announced.
The News wishes to congratulate Coach Ockerman for his splendid record. Although he has
no fancy-paying jobs to lure athletes, Coach
Ockerman has built up a team that ranks high
in the entire state. —R. B.

America Must Fight On
Her Propaganda Front

First, we must make sure that our news keeps
coming to us from various sources. Although
all news from abroad is bound to be shot through
with propaganda favorable to the country from
which it emanates, we can sift through our foreign news with better results when we have
various sides presented.
Second, we must beware of attempts to outlaw minor parties. At present they serve as
barometers in the weather of politics. Any attempt to make them illegal would only serve to
drive them underground where they might truly become "subversive".
Third, we must be on the alert for all attempts to curb our civil liberties and God-given
rights, among which freedom of speech is very
important and which would be "first to go."
Last, we must not become confused by the
babel of voices which will descend upon us during the forthcoming presidential nominations.
Let us look inquiringly into the various party
platforms and make felt our need of definite
assurances that our country shall not be used
again to pull coals out of someone else's fire.
—R. H.

ISOLATED ITEMS
By ROBERT BARON
Tbo Fslconlan is now the Bee Gee News. The vote
two weeks ago which ran two to one in favor of Bee
Gee News settles the name of the paper question decisively, and Bee Gee News will probably stay for a long time.
The paper, incidentally, appreciated getting one of
the biggest votes ever cast here. It indicated that students are genuinely interested in the Bee Gee News.
As for those Falconian-opposing alumni, they may sigh with relief at not
having to worry any more and all
three of our alumni subscribers who
never cared one way or the other,
will still get a newspaper.
Falconians
could
give
various
reasons why Bee Gee News was reselected over Falconian: such as the
"psychological time," element and
position on the ballot, but the margin was large enough to give the
Robert Baron
victory to Bee Gee News even if both
reasons did so affect the voting.
XXX

It iMni to mo that men, (me and Art Shanley, too)
often acted inconsiderately of women and women's rules
in respect to asking for dates on short notices. Most
women accept dates when they aro late in being asked,
even though it may necessitate complete rearrangement
of previous week-end plans, because they are sociable
and overlook the man's discourtesy. AIHO, in the past,
the student body has been predominantly coed, and women who liked to dance and attend other social functions
had little choice in the matter. Now, there are more
men than women on the campus, and coeds are likely
to be more independent. Maybe some of these tardy
dater-uppers will end up behind the eight ball.
Another hardship which men place on women when
they are late in arranging ont-of-town dates is that of
last minute rushing to the Dean of Women for permission. Although the Dean of Women usually has complied with tardy requests of coeds, some dates arc made
too late to make it possible for the girl to secure permission, and sho might face serious consequences.
The rules are justified, and it is really the man's
duty to cooperate in helping the women to obey them.
In doing so, men are helping rule-abiding coeds to win
reforms like those of the past few weeks.

As each day of European conflict becomes
history, we as citizens must not be lulled into a
false sense of security by sundry assurances of
political big-wigs and those important in the
eye of the public via the size of their income
tax returns that America stands for peace, and Robert Frank
Larry Aahkin*
that our youth shall not serve as cannon-fodder
in a useless war.
For it is at a time like this when no one can REPLY:
be really sure of what is going on across the We wish to express our most sincere thanks to Mrs.
seas that the dozen-odd recognized types of pro- Vera Whitcomb. Even though the criticism was incorpaganda can be put to best use to create false rect, we found it entirely welcome.
impressions in the minds of the people.
Firstly, we are novices at survey-taking. Secondly,
If we are to "keep our wits about us" then, we don't contend that our method or technique is the
we must be on the alert right now for certain right one. Thirdly, we don't know
preliminary steps fostered upon us by those what it will prove if it will prove
interested in seeing our country actively engag- anything. Taking these points in
ed in the present European conflict.
order, we shall try to answer Mrs.

You Guess, We're Tired
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Whitcomb.
We have studied, read, and discussed survey data in previous college years. It is pretty generally
accepted that survey data is correct, no matter on what it is —
just so it is in
printed
form.
Larry A.hUin.
Now we don't
say that all survey data is wrong,
but we have our doubts on a lot of
it. Both of us have worked on two
surveys before and found that there
was a tremendous chance for error.
The only way to get a good judgment on such things is to get experience in it That is what wo
Robert Frank are trying to do.
As to the method or technique we
used we concluded that the multiple ehoiee method was
the best. We think that It limits the chance of guessing
snd that In particular was what we wanted. The forcing of answers was a mistake on our part. We shall
try to use more tact in the future.
We think the answers we are trying to find were
answered long before this survey; consequently, we
don't knew what it will prove. We only wish to verify
the known answers.

FINAL RESULTS OF SECOND SURVEY:

In comparing the results of the second survey with
those of the first one, we find that the results were, as
a whole, considerably worse. The mean average of all
students was 61 per cent, as compared with 69 per cent
in the first survey. Freshmsn women fared worst of
all with a percentage of 50.5 per cent. Sophomore women
were next to loot with a record of 64 per cent correct.
The opinion, expressed la the varlea* signed eelaeaas However, the day was not completely lost for women
of this paper are the** of tie writers amel are not
aeeesserily shared by the Falconian or aay ether grenap students as the senior women had a percentage of TO
per cent compared to 67 per cent for senior men.
or UdirideaJ.

N.Y. A. STUDENTS
PROVE ABILITY
IN SCHOLARSHIP
By'Dr. H. B. William.
It is noteworthy that ten of the
23 students who were recently elected to Book and Motor, the honor
society of the University, are NYA
students. The percentage of those
selected on the basis of the total enrollment is about 2 per cent, while
the percentage of selections from
the total number of students on NYA
in the University is over 9 per cent.
There are several deductions which
may be drawn from these figures.
The most obvious of these deductions
is that the government's investment
is yielding gratifying returns. Another deduction is that great care
must have been taken in the selection
of the group of students to receive
federal aid, provided these students
were among those most in need of
aid. A third deduction is that NYA
employment is not necesssrily a
hindrance to superior scholarship,
for one of the qualifications for membership in the society is a high rank
in scholastic standing.
Another possible inference is that
the necessity for self-help may prove
a stimu'us to greater effort and fire
the ambition of a student. In this
life there is little excellence without
great labor.
Great industry may
compensate for lack of superior general ability in college as well as in
fter life.

Round The Campus
By DON RACER
The only known casualty resulting
from the piny "Bury the Dead", was
Johnny Frehse, Delhi, who slipped
und fell breaking his right arm. It
required an open induction to set it.
He left the hospital in time for
Thanksgiving and
at last report was
progressing quite
well.
The Toledo Collegian cracks one
about the two little ink spots who
cried and cried
when they found
out their mother
was still in the pen.
Lilt Tuesday
Ra»er
evening your fancy
fact finder lost a miniature gold basketball charm. Tisn't worth much
but was purchased at the cost of:
One strained muscle, myriads of
bruises, several floor burns, and one
pair of basketball shoes, not to mention a black eye or two. Said charm
has a green "Y" on the front with
Champions 1937".
On the back
is the name "Don". If found please
return to the News office.
Howard Schults of New Knoaville
(Yes, it really is in the United States)
earns his room at the Ross Hotel
desk and is student representative
for Chesterfield.
Commoner Jim Heater, hailing
from Bee Gee, is not only a Book
and Motor, but is also first assistant
manager at the Lyric Thatre.
Do you need anything for personal
make-up? Hair tonic, soap, shaving
lotion, and shampoo?
Or are you
interested in portraits or campus
shots? If so get in touch with Dick
Blosaer residing at Kohl Hall.
Betty Gaotb, Seven SUter 'St, is
employed at Sanduaky High School
In the home economics department.

Wing Tips
By HARRY HICKS
Parachutes
Major Rancy presented the history of the parachute from 1797
when it was first successful up to
the present day.
Earl Stain and Mil™ Murphy
of Findlar, timid, bathful-appeering sawn wore introduced
and it wa* learned they are two
of the noil famous airmen in
the United State*.
Mr. Stole
ha* been at the New York
World's Fair giving delayed
jump and bat-wing exhibition*.
He run* a ichool la ClaVoOkad,
tho only one of it* kind in tk*
*o»«try, where doloyod jeeaping
i* taught. 300 jumper* — no
fatalitie* or broken leg*, i* his
record.
Mr. Marptty will bo
flight instructor for B. C*
flight training at Findlay Airport. Ho it one of Ike Linco
Flying Ac** and ha* been doing
te*t piloting for the Army at
Wright Field, Dayton.
Findlay Airport is one of the best
fields in the United States for instruction purposes.
Mi*» Jensen To Play
Famed 'Finlandia' Hymn
Miss Myrtle Jensen will play a
varied group of classical numbers
in her regular Wednesday Memorial
Organ Hour this afternoon In the
auditorium. From 3:30 to 3:60 she

L

Campus Camera
onpest
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BRADLEY ROBINSON
ED 87 YARDS TD JOHN
SCHNEIDER N St LOUISKAMSAS 6AME OF 1906/

(J
J*

KSRCHfcW.
FORMER U. OF KY.
STAR.PUNTED 91
YARDS WITHOUT ROLL
OR WIND NAN
EXHIBITION/

H0MECOMIM6 CRIGiriATED AT
THE U.OF ILLINOIS IN 1910/
^vS-

Letters To The Editor
Tucson, Arizons
Dear Editor Bob:
According to an editorial in your
issue of November first, you are
having Alumni and minority trouble
regarding the use of your new name,
und you propose to have another vote
by the student body and the faculty
on the issue of Falconian v. Bee Gee
News. As a former student may I
put in my cinco centavos in favor of
retaining the new name?
First of all, there is no blood relationship between the old News as
I knew it and the new and improved
Falconian. The News was one of the
poorest examples of so-called journalism that I have ever or ever hope
to read. I used to hang my head in
shame out here when I was asked
if the News were actually a college
paper. The exchange editor of the
Arizona Wildcat refused to exchange
with the News because he said the
Tucson Junior High schools put out
better papers. I've never told anyone In Bowling Green about that experience until now, but if any gang
of alums think they have any special
rights to the nsme Bee Gee News because of the paper (?) they used
to put out, send them out here and
I'll hang them up on our tallest sahuaros so they'll have a chance to
dry off. For the first time in its
history, Bowling Green has a newspaper that looks and reads like a
university sheet.
As far as the name Bee Gee News
is concerned, it is about as original
as a ditto mark and as distinctive as
green grass, while the name Falconian is something that can be pointed
to with pride as a moniker that no
other paper can legitimately copy.
The name News is the last resort of
sterile mind in these days, and the
use of spelled-out abbreviations defeats its own purpose as for as distinguishing the paper from any other,
since one is then forced to explain
the abbreviations. Perhaps some will
say that the old News occasionally
put the Bee on some one, causing
on exclamation of "Gee Whit," but
I have never heard of any such incident.
The most noticeable Improvement
has been in the general style of the
paper. Your reporters ore beginning
to write like professionals instead of
note-passers in grammar school. Since
your budget is limited, I hope that
you will be able to get some national
advertising before long, so that you
can have more tine cuts made, and
won't have to use copper half-tones
from the yearbook.
Your editorials are better than average and your press releases are
used to advantage. In fact, I think
you've made a fine start, if one former student's reaction is worth anything, and I hope you won't let whatever harpies there be upset your desire to make the Falconian a real
paper — it's already the best paper
Bowling Green has ever had.
It is my hope that the people at
Bowling Green who know a good
thing when they see it will laugh
this Bee Gee News crowd right back
to sleep where they've been all these
years, and that the school will line
up behind the present staff and tell
them to go ahead and try some new
ideas for a change.
William S. Dunipace, Ex-'30

The following latter MNIf senf to
Ralph Srhaller, pretideni of Bowling
Green* Alumni Asioriation.
Dear Ralph:
The movement to change the name
of our college paper hss been brought
to my attention. As an alumnus and
former editor I feel entitled to voice
an opinion on that subject.
Nothing builds an institution like
tradition. The name "Bee Gee News"
has been used for a quarter of a century and has a definite meaning to
the old grads.
"Falconian" may
sound more collegiate, but it does not
carry behind it the struggles and
worries of our many former students
and staff members. America is too
much obsessed with new ideas. There
must be some tradition.
The President has taken some of
the significance of Thanksgiving away
by changing the time-honored date.
Let us not follow in his footsteps,
but let us retain that which has been
a vital part of our pa-owing institution. Do all you possibly can to retain the name Bee Gee News. Every
college must have some traditions.
Sincerely yours,
Archie King

At The Cinema
Of the pictures on this week's bill
at the Cls-Zel, students will probably
like best "Rulers of The Sea", Wed.,
Thurs., and Fri. and "The Secret of
Dr. Kildare", Sun. and Mon.
The former features Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in a story of the first
steamship to cross the Atlantic, and
the latter again brings Lew Ay res in
his Dr. Kildare series.
Saturday's double features "Sabotage" (just what the name implies)
and "Heaven With A Barbed Wire
Fence", are enjoyable pics.
"Barricade", starring Warner Baxter and Alice Faye is the feature
Tues. dealing with newspaper men
in China and Mongolia.
Many students will probably see
"The Mikado" tonight and Thur. at
the Lyric. Prof. E. C. McEwen recommends it and tickets are being
sold in the Well by the high school
band mothers. Buy your tickets directly from or the band mothers will
not profit
Sun. and Mon. that powerful "Mutiny in the Big House" is the pic.
Charles Bickford and Barton McLane
are the two he-men in starring roles.
Timely is the return of "All Quiet
On the Western Front" showing next
Tues. Wed. and Thurs. at the Lyric.

TSASTY TIDBITS]
Orchids to Eddie Ross and his
band! At last a campus band whose
solid jive la plenty ear-soothing I
And incidentally bis bass man, who
is big-time at Detroit's Book-Cadillac,
has a lot of our co-eds doing some
fancy Oh I Gee-Whi»ing!
Blue Books—3 for 6c—They're
Tope for Cribbing!

Has Phyllis Flory, the girl with
the bewitching eyes, given the toss
to J. McMahon for Captain Ed
Siminski, campus football immortal?
Will play Corelli's "Prelnde-8oro- She seems to prefer the athletic type
bonde," Clock's "Chorus of the Hap- and the only games McMahon knows
py Spirits," and Mascogni's "Inter- Is "Parlor Polo" and the Double
Cross! Haw!
mesio. Cavalleria Rusticens."
During her second group at the
try a Parrot 26c lunch I
console Miss Jensen will
play
Thassh Noil Sbotchoo—Ruth OsFranck's
"Cantablle,"
Orainger's
Roosevelt and her pro"Molly on the Shore," and will eon- born—Mrs.
jects!
George Eichenaur — Pan
elude the program with Sibelius' fa- Handler de-luxe! Mary Herbert—a
mous "Finlandia." The melody of drop of exquisite perfume! Bridge—
the classical "Finlandia" is the tune a sleep-less night*! Solly Luti—
—Adv.
to which our University Hymn is sot. Freckles and feet!
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Falcons Trample Bluffton; Play Two This Week
Intramurals
Open Tonight
In Men's Gym

Bowling Green's All-Conference, All-Ohio Footballers
cner. at
TtKixe.

YOUNGSTOWN, ASHLAND COLLEGES
WILL FACE BROWN AND ORANGE IN
FIRST TWO GAMES PLAYED HERE
Landismen Score Impressive
impi
48-29 Win
Over BeaversMi Madaras
Ma
Loops
Twelve Counters

Four League* to Incorporate
35 Team* For Season'*
Title Chase
Thirty-five teams, with almost one-half of the male student body participating, will take
part in the intramural basketball program which is scheduled
to begin today, according to
Fred Graf, junior manager.
The
Independent
Leagues are
mad* up of 22 teams, the Kohl Hall
League nine and the Class League
four.
Any one entrant may play in the
Class League and in one other. However, no player will be permitted to
Slay in both the Independent and
ohl Hall Leagues.
Becausce of the great number to
Abov* ar* the Falcon gridcUra
be played, six games a night, four
nights a week, are to be scheduled. that were honored on the I.N.S. AllThese are to begin at 7, 8 and 9 in Confaranca and All-Ohio taami.
Ed Siminski wai unanimousthe men's gym. The officiating is to Captain
ly votad a right tackla position on
be done by the sophomore coaching the Conference team alone with
and officiating class.
"Posty" Knecht, and Captain-Elect
The teams in the American League Steve Brudiin.ki. Honorable menare as follows: Hot Shots. Five Bros. tion waa given to G. Madaras, Bob
(B team), Delhi Frat. Ramblers, Bamett. Ed Wellner, Chuck CatanFive Bros. (C team). Local Lads, ese, and "Tiny" Riddle.
Missing Links, House of Fame, Play
The same "Duke" Siminski was
given a position on the All-Ohio
Boys, Clippers, I Phi Thi.
In the National league are: Com- team. Knecht was voted to the secmoners Frat, Delhi House, Ohio ond team and honorable mention was
State, Coale Independents, Commoners given to Bridiinski, Catanese and
House, Celtics, Five Bros. (D team). Bamett.

$3W£frgg

Five Bros. (E team). Flashes, Five
Bros. (A team), Blacks.
The Kohl Hall League includes:
Wild Cats, Pandas, Panthers, Pansies, Roof Rats, First Floor (A team).
First Floor (B team), Buziards.
The schedule for the week:
Wed., Dec. 6.—American League
(north court at all times) — Hot
Shots-Five Bros. (B team). Local
Lads-Delhi Frat.
National League
(south court at all times) — Commoners
Frat-Ohio
State,
Delhi
House-Coale
Independents.
Kohl
Hall League — Wildcats-Pandas,
Panthers-Toppers.
Thursday,
Dec.
7 — American
League—House of Fame-Five Bros.
(C team), I Phi Thi-Missing Links,
Clippers-Play Boys. National League
—Blacks Celtics, Five Bros. (A team)
-Five Bros. (E team), Flashes-Five
Bros. (D team).
Monday, Dec. 11 — American
league—Ramblers-Five
Bros,
(B
team), Hot Shots-Five Bros. (C team),
National League—Commoner HouseOhio State, Commoner Frat-Celtics.
Kohl Hall—Pansies-Roof Rats, First
Floor (B team)-Buzzards.
Tuesday, Dec. 12—(only Kohl Hall
League plays on Tuesday) First
floor (A team)-Pandas, WildcataRoof Rats, Panthers-Buzzards, Pannes-First Floor (B team).
Wednesday,
Dec
13—American

League—I-ocal Lads-Missing Links,
House of Fame-Play Boys, I Phi ThiClippers.
National League—Delhi
House-Five Bros. (E team), Black
-Five Bros. (D team), Five Bros.
(A team)-Flashes.

COACH BUDD COX ISSUES FIRST CALL FOR
VARSITY SWIMMERS; SCHEDULE RELEASED
Hard Task Faces New Swim
Mentor In His First
Year With Team
Coach Budd Cox issued the call
for men to form the swimming team
for the coming: season Monday. All
men that did not report Monday
should report at the Natatorium today at B p.m., Coach Cox said. Any
man interested in being; manager for
the swimming- team should also report.
Coach Cox has a difficult task facing; him by forming; a swimming; team.
He has to start with inexperienced
men and teach them new forms and
racing; fundamentals. The first several weeks will be spent in giving
the swimmers exercises and the
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fundamentals. A stiff schedule has
been made for the current season
opening with Wooster, Jan. 12.
Swimmiag Schedule
Woo.l.r
Jan. 12
Ohio Wealeyan
Jan. 19
At Cue
3.t« not Ml
At Wittenberg
Feb. 10
Kenyon
Feb. 14
Kent
Feb. 16
At Kent
Feb. 24
Ohio University
Pate not sat

Managers Organize
Organization of an Intramural
Managers' Club is to be arranged at
a meeting of team managers in room
300 of the Men's Gym at 7 p.m. tonight, according to Abe Keown, senior manager of the intramural department.
Every team manager of independent, fraternity. Kohl Hall and class
basketball teams is asked to be present.

ATLANTIC
WHITE FLASH MOTOR OIL
Lubrication Service
Cor. S. Main and Washington

GRIDIRON POST MORTEMS

Now that the feasting- is over and the newspaper experts (7) have had
their flint St picking- their All-something-or-the-other teams it might be
well to take stock and see how and what the diligent work of the Falcon
footballers has warranted them.
We would readily admit that the whole crew should receive mention
for turning in one of the best records in the school's history, but that
would be unfair to the rest of the striving athletes in
the state.
Captain Ed Siminski received top honors, being
elected to several All-Ohio teams and All-Ohio Conference
teams chosen while LaMar Knecht received first team
recognition for his guard play on moat of the selections.
Captain-elect Steve Brudxinski made All-Conference
selections and received many votes for All-Ohio honors.
Other gridders who were mentioned in different polls
were Ed Wellner, George Madaras, Bob Bamett, Tiny
Riddle, and Chuck Catanese.
In tribute to these men that were chosen we will
Richard Dynip.c.
' say of those who graduate that they will be missed next
year while those who return must bear the burden of another successful

For a haircut that gives you
the satisfaction of a well
look, I go to Leo.
—Bob Yarnell

The Vanity Shop
"IN THE MODERN HOME"
140 S. Prospect

Ph. 5091

THE
FEMININE
HELD
By VIRGINIA ALCUIRE
In honor of the new members to
be taken into the W.A.A., a sports
supper will bo held tonight in the
Women's Building. Women who have
60 points from participating in fall
sports are eligible for membership.
Committees in charge are as follows:
food — Cottrell,
chairman, Aeschliman. Bitter, Finnegan, Kear, Light,
Nash, Ridge, TerrilL Purkey, Reeder, Barnes, Church,
F a u b 1 e,
Groll,
Kruse, Morie, Pertner, Wolfe, Bair,
Dieter,
Eichenhaur; decorations
Virginia Alguire —Coulon,
chairman,
Landwehr,
Manashe, Mersereaa, Mirillian, ()'Leary,
Schlumbohm; program —
Rockhold, chairman, Dunham, Dennis. During the course of the program several Christmas dances will
be presented by the Modern Dance
Club.
The new hockey aspirants have
been organized into four teams. They
are the Eleven Morticians—Baker,
captain, Powell, Fisher, Cole, Alguire, Bair, Waterhouse, Church,
Cross, Wolfe, Blauvelt and B. Baker; Moslems—Boulis, captain, Hovis,
Hendrickson, Corson, Rhodes, Finnegan, Coover, Dennis, R. Mirillian,
Smith, Mersereau, C- Stump, Scott,
Purkey.
The other two teams have not selected their names as yet, but have
elected their captains.
They are
Swartz and Allen. Women on these
two teams are Dunham, Fauble, Pertner, Sullins, Kerahner, Long, Aeschliman, Kruse, Walther, Moon, and Cottrell, Sturgeon, Franks, Puhl, Fenden,
Ten-Ill, K. Mirillian, Shaffer, Kear,
Evans, and Elder.

The Falcon cagers, under the supervision of Coach Paul Landis, will
scramble with a strong Youngstown
team in the B. G. gym Saturday
night, and will meet Ashland on local
soil next Tuesday evening.
Saturday, Youngstown will invade
the Falcon's nest for the Landismen's
second home game of the season. It
will be the second stop of a week-end
road trip for the boys from Youngstown. They have a game scheduled
with DeSales, a future Falcon opponent, in Toledo Friday night.
The probable starting lineup for
the B. G. cagers will be composed of
the five letter men. These are Mike
Kormazis and Jim Zcchman at forward positions, Duff Mndaras at center, and Ed Mussill and Captain
Harold Bishop at guard positions.
At the last meeting between the
Falcon cagers and Youngstown College, the game ended in a 31-27 victory
for the Brown and Orange, but it was
a close game all the way.
Feathers should fly aplenty when
the Falcons basketball five invade
the lair of the Ashland College Eagles
next Tuesday night for an Ohio Conference game.
Coach Tony l.onero has an abundance of veterans back from last year's
squad that suffered only five defeats.
Two of these losses were at the hands
of the conference champions, Wooster's Scotta, while Kent State trounced the Purple and Gold twice, and
Baldwin-Wallace once.
Facet Stiff Schedule
This season the Ashland quintet
faces a stiff 21 -game schedule against
such teams as Washington anil Jefferson, St. Bonaventure, Akron University and the University of Scranton.
Jim Riehcreek, an all-conference
guard, is the "marked man" on the
Ashland squad, having Bcored 269
points in 17 games last season to
establish a new scoring record for
(he college. Riehcreek is one of the
smallest members of the team, but
he more than makes up for this by
his shurpshooting ability and speed.
Another speedy little man for the
Eagle hoopsters is Harry Dutka, who
was high scorer two years ago although he weighs only 155 pounds
and stands but 5'7".
State Champions On Team
Two members of Ashland High
School's basketball squad that won
the state tournament in 1936-37 are
Virgil Scobey and Bob Sprague, who
are now playing first string center
and forward respectively for the
Purple and Gold. Scobey is the tallest
man on the team, standing 6'4", and
Sprague was the Becond best scorer
on the team last year.

Bowling Green State University's
cagers opened their 1939 court campaign with an impreieiive 48-29 victory over BlufTton College Saturday
night, Dec. 2, in the Bluffton High
School Gym.
Big Jim Zechman scored the initial
basket of the year on the first tipoff and with Duff Madaras and Ed
Mussill, piled up a 9-0 lead early in
the game. From then on the Falcons
were never overcome, the nearest the
Beavers came to the winners was at
the start of the second half when
they pulled up to within five points
of the local Orange and Brown. With
Zechman doing most of the scoring,
Bowling Green held a 20-11 lead at
the half.
The
second period found the
Fighting Falcons, with Madaras,
Johnson and Kormazis hitting the
loop regularly, pulling away and
coasting to an eaBy win.
Three gridders, Madaras, Kormazis and Johnson, with only a week
of practice behind them, combined
with Zechman to pace the scoring, but
it was Captain Harold Bishop that
stole the show. Ho was all over the
floor, intercepting passes and blocking
shots on defense, while his passing
and uncunny ball handling sparked
the team on offense.
FOR SALE—Used Tuxedo Suit
Size 42. See W. W. Coulun at
Froney's.

NOTICE!!
For Sale . . Size 42 Tux
This coupon and 30c will
clean and press a pair of
panta, a skirt or a sweater.

HOME LAUNDRY &
DEPENDABLE
CLEANERS
166 W. Wooster

PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS STAND
Main and Wooster

For Your...
CHRISTMAS BAKED GOODS

RANDALL'S BAKERY
"The bakery thai bake*
to sell again"

GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE
HOSIERY
■a Chriatma* package*

GOOD
FOOD

85c to $1.35
BON TON SHOP

2nd Floor

Above Frier's Hde.

at

Harvey's
Restaurant

Your Portrait is a gift
that only YOU can give.
Prompt service on all
Christmas orders.

128 W. Wooster

Porter's Studio
215 Bank Bldg.

Ph. 2981

Compliments of

PH. 6611

The Bank of
Wood County

Firat in Favor
First in Flavor
You Know!

Member

Notice

FREE

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

One Large
HAMBURG

The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

season.

MORE ON a GOOD IDEA

A few chance words were mentioned in the last edition about the
possibility of some energetic ttudent petitioning Fred Waring to compose
a school tong for dear old Bowling Green State University. But from
what I can gather no such overtures have been made and I reckon I should
have given up. But then I heard the song written by Mr. Waring for our
sister school Miami last week and I was spurred on to new endeavors
which I have incorporated into a plan.
The first part of the plan is to place petitions on the campus at prominent places where every red-blooded feller and gal should sign them with
sincere intent. Then when enough signatures are collected they will be
mailed to brother Frederick along with a plea composed by Lillle B. Dick,
a great campus writer, stating our cause.
So pleading for cooperation I embark on a project that deserves your
support.

To all our patrons with each
WATCH FOR

10c Milk Shake

Grand Openuig....Soon

Monday, December 11

An up-to-date DRUG STORE.
You will want to see Our "Gift Shopping Center"

HOLLAND DAIRY BAR
109 South Main Street

C. Palmer, Mgr.

LLOYD'S
Bowling Green

WALGREEN
AGENCY

DRUG STORE
Ohio
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TED TIMBERS' ORCHESTRA TO PLAY
Mermaid Coeds To KIWANIS CLUB IS
FOR FRESHMAN HOP FRIDAY NIGHT Give Swim Show HOST GROUP FOR
Dr. And Mn. Prout Hosts For Y.W.-Y.M. Silver Tea;
FOOTBALL BANQUET
Plans Being Made By Campus Organizations
For Annual Christmas Activities
By MARTHA WALRATH

Friday night will be the big night for all Bowling Green
freshmen when they hold their annual dance at Kohl Hall. Ted
Timbers and his orchestra will play. This student group made their
initial appearance at the Williams Hall Thanksgiving dance and
were received very enthusiastically.
Dancing will W' ^ ,„.„ ,„T~,f
from 8:00 to 11:30|the SM 4or0rity wi„ be he]d-^ f ues.
in the main dining, dly> Dec. 19. pi^, for tne afrair
room, ror those were made at thc |a|lt meetin(t of the
who do not care to orority Jean Klnney was appointed
dance »/Pff,»1_P»°-1 chairman of the committee for party

gram of entertain'
ment is being planned.
Refreshments
[ will be served during the evening.
Committee chairM.rth. W.lr.th mcn for the Fre,h.
man Hop are: publicity, Dick I,owry;
entertainment, Jerry Wcndt; food,
CIco Short.
Friday's dance, which in informal,
will be closed to all students other
than freshman. Admisaiun will be
five cents a person. All freshmen are
urged to attend "their" dance.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. Prout will
follow the tradition set by Dr. and
Mrs. H. II. Williams and followed by
the late Dr. and Mrs. R. K. Offenhauer when they open their home
next Sunday afternoon from 2 to 6
p.m. for thc annual silver tea. This
impressive event is sponsored by the
Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. A silver offering for the annual Christmas party at the children's home will
be taken.
Mary Lavina Waggoner is social
chairman of the tea.
Committees
are headed by Kvelyn Myers, reception; Jane Given, foods; and Helen
Fashbaugh, invitations.

arrangement*, to be assisted by Janet Crum and Lynette Purlsey.
The girls are planning to go caroling during thc early part of the evening. Later they will return to the
Skol house for chile and hot coffee.
Florence Coover represented the
sorority at the Y.W.C.A. Bazaar held
last Saturday. She was featured in
a Scottish jig.
The Hone Economics Club will
have its annual Christmas party tonight at 7 o'clock in thc studio of
the Practical Arts Building with Arlene Muhlhan as chairman of the program nnd Ruth Katzcnbargcr, chairman of foods.
New members of thc home economics department who have moved in
since Thanksgiving are Janette Gamble, Winifred Aekin, Charlotte Iman,
and Joan Roller. The four girls entertained their parents at dinner
Sunday. This group of girls will remain in thc apartments until January.

Members of the Kindergarten-Primary Club will hold their annual
Christmas Tea next Wednesday afternoon in the Kindergarten room
at the Training School.
Several Holgate toys, the clever
new wooden toys for pre-school chilCommitltM have been appointed dren, will be exhibited along with
Christmas presents suitable for kinand plans are rapidly progressing dergarten, first, and second grade
for the Williams Hall formal Christ- children.
mas dinner to be held Dec. 18. Committee chairmen are: Marjorie SchlosTwenty brothers attended tke
ser, program; Margaret Ward, gifts; Bluffton-Bowling Green basketball
Rheba Hanna, favors; Pauline Hall, game last Saturday night. Brothers
invitations; and Dorothy Blackmore, that are on thc squad this year are
Estella Calicnna and Maxine Shively, Captain Harold Bishop, Ed Mussill,
decorations.
Mike Kormazis, Dewey Johnson, Duff
Mrs. Josephine James, Helen Clum, Madaras, Don Patterson, Earl BrillMardo Bleier and Dorothy Black- hart, and Ed Welker.
more visited Irene Pfeifcr, house
Committee preparations arc under
cuairman, at the Fostoria City Hos- way for what is to be one of the
pital recently.
During Irene's ab- biggest Christmas parties that has
sence Helen Clum has assumed the ever been held by the Five Brothc a.
duties of house chairman and Dorothy
Willie Rhicngrovcr and Harold
Blackmore has been appointed vice- Wilcnsky spent thc Thanksgiving
chairman.
vacation in Chicago with thc former's
A number of Kohl Hall men took parents.
Ted Grignon has had the caste redinner at Williams Hall last Wednesday evening. After dinner the men moved from his leg, but it is doubtand women sang and danced until 7 ful that he will be able to spend any
more time than usual at the house.
o'clock.
All-Ohio
and
All-Conference
"Duke" Siminski was honored, along
Plans are under way for the Seven with Ed Wellner and Steve BrudSister Christmas Tea which will be zinski, for this season's outstanding
held Dec. 17, according to Miss Ruth gridiron activity.
Spackman, president.
The committees have been chosen
The Five Sister sorority gave a
to begin preparations. The chairmen farewell party recently for Meredith
of the various committees are Ruth Miller who has accepted a position
Allen, decorations; Virginia Cross, in a bank at Lima. Miss Miller was
reception; Ruth Dodds, correspond- treasurer of the sorority.
ence; Arlyne Muhlhan, foods, and
Betty Hiblcr, program.
The annual Commoner's Winter
The formul degree was administer- Dance will be held on Friday evening,
ed for Betty Ettingcr at an initiation Dec. 15. It will be an all-campus afservico last Tuesday night. A supper fair, with music being provided by
and slumber party followed tho ser- Dick Hanselman and his orchestra.
vice. The committee in charge of
Three intra-mural basketball teams
plans for the affair included Arlyne have been formed. These are thc
Muhlhan, Rosemary Sehroer, l.aura Commoner's House team, the ComEbersolo and Jane Given.
moner's Fraternity team, and the
Frances Woodworth and Josephine "Hot Shots". Bob Rice and Darl
Herman spent the week-end at the Gatchell are in charge of thc intrasorority house.
mural basketball teams.
Eleven pledges were assigned varThe 'Kick-Off' dance started with ious tasks which they had to complete
to the best of their ability during
thc usual bang Friday night in the Hell Night, which was held a week
Reception Hall with the Varsity Club
ago last Friday. Those pledges who
calling thc plays.
Under the iiblc took part in this ritual are George
leadership of Captain Ed Siminski,
John, Russell Emans, Richard Kehn,
the team made one successful score
Wayne Leatherman, Keith Meyers,
after another.
Jay Parker, Kenneth Parker, Francis
The most outstanding touchdown of Ruth,
Elmer
Voshall,
Lawrence
thc evening was made when program Whaley, and Stanley Zelaski.
chairman Ben Schulman introduced
the departing players, next year's
The Las Amigae sorority held a
captain,
Steve
Brudzinski,
and formal
initiation for its eight pledges
Coaches Ockerman, Landis, and Cox.
at an impressive candlelight service
Arrangements for securing Eddie
led by Miss June Smith, president,
Ross' orchestra were made by Ed last Tuesday night.
Siminski, Archie Steele, and "Duff"
Soft music was played throughout
Madaraa. The reception committee the rituals which characterize the
was John Klenner, Joe Chapoton, and sorority.
Charles Catanese. Lyle Mayhew, Joe
Dainty coral and green corsages
Chapoton, Ed Welker, Jim Holling- were given each of the new members.
«r, Bill Warren and Luther Rosen
After the initiation, light refreshwere the decoration committee.
ments were served.
Guests were Dr. and Mrs. H. B.
The new members are Marcia
Williams, Dean and Mrs. A. B. Conk- Friesner, Betty Dilley, Euleen Honlin, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ockerman,
eck, Alberta Smith, Polly Kurtz, ElMr. and Mrs. Paul E. Landis. and
len Henderson, LaMonte Shoup and
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Cox.
Lois Gordon,
a—.-,-,, i
i _ _ _ _,_.

Expert Beauty Work to
fit your individual
style

Kay-Ann
Beauty .Shop

FRATERNITY and
SORORITY JEWELRY
Orders placed by the 9th insures Christmas delivery.

Klever's
Jewelry Store

If you had poked your nose inquisitively into the natatorium Friday afternoon, you would have seen
a chain of co-eds doing tandems in
the pool. And this is only a preliminary to a spectacle that may compete with Billy Rose's famed swimming chorines of the Aquacade.
In short, Mias Jean Drake, new
swim teacher, has invited 32 girls
from her classes to practice water
formations for a swim pageant, as
part of the dedication program. The
group may form a swim club, and
hold splash parties with swimmers of
other colleges.
Those invited to come to the next
practice at 3 p.m. Friday are: Arlene
Fisher. Dorothea Dennis, Joan Coulon, Viola Finnegan, Ruth Wolfe,
Margaret Persons, Annette Persons,
Mary Ann Pavelle, Charlotte Whiteley, Rita Fender, Helen Schwartz,
Florence Coover, Sally Lutz, Mary
L. Hatfield, Vivian Walker, Edna
Dotson, Shirley Francis, Virginia
Wright, Mary Schlumbohm, Jane
Maurer, Signa Hanifan, Mary Mathews, Kay Smith, Martha Jordan, Norms Myers, Pauline Aeschlimsn, Mardo Bleier, Catherine Rhodes, Lavonne
O'Neil, Erma Johnson, and Noma
Traub.

Students Visit
Detroit School
Four members of Miss Neva West's
class in Early Childhood Education
and their instructor recently went to
Detroit to observe training methods
at tho Merrill-Palmer School, the
most outstanding pre-school in the
nation, according to Miss West, kindergarten director.
The students were Dorothy Baxter, Letha Neiswander,
Virginia
Woods, and Cleo Yoder. They spent
a day in conference with the director
of the school.
Universities from all over the
country send outstanding students'In
home economics and pre-school education to the Merrill-Palmer School
for laboratory work.
After watching the children at
work and play, the students and their
instructor were served tea in the
lounge, where they met several members of the faculty.

Tod Rockwell Of Detroit
Free Press Speaks
To Gridders
The annual football bsnquet was
held at Kohl Hall last Wednesday
evening under the sponsorship of
the Bowling Green Kiwanis Club.
Tod Rockwell, Detroit Free Press
•purls editor, was the speaker of the
evening while Dr. Prout gave a welcome speech to the high school and
university grid squads.
Williams and Shatzel Halls were invaded by the men of Kohl Hall on
the same evening due to the banquet. The Kohlites dined cafeteria
style and were treated to a dance
afterwards.
The basketball teams of Kohl Hall
were entered in intramural competition last Friday after numerous
practices the last few weeks. The
first team of the Topper Club was
chosen by Harold "Pee-Wee" Bishop, captain of the varsity. Those
selected for the squad were: Bob Oswald, Joe DeHaven, Bill Salisbury,
Bob Krift, Meredith Parker, Wayne
Rudy, Max Hemsoth, Jean Bellard,
Don Hendricks and Joe Fox.

Newman Club To Elect
New President Tomorrow
A discussion of "Holy Father's Recent Encyclical to thc United States"
will take place at the Newman Club
meeting tomorrow at 8 p.m. in room
1 u;: in the Administration Building.
The election of a new president
will take place at this meeting since
the club has accepted the resignation
of president, James Flynn.
All Catholic students are Invited
to attend. There is still ample time
to join the organization.
All members arc urged to attend
the play, "Our Town," Friday evening so that they can attend the
meeting Thursday, according to the
vice-president.
Revised Calendar For
Semester Is Announced

Chemical Journal Club

Dec. 6 W.A.A. Sport Supper
Dec. 7-8 Our Town
Dec. 8 Frosh Hop
At the meeting of the Chemical Dec. 9 Youngstown game here,
Journnl Club last Wednesday night,
Nickelodeon dance—Y.M.Clan-ence Hochanadel presented a
Y.W.
paper on "The Manufacture of Dec. 10 Silver Tea
Lime," in which he gave a complete Dec. 12 Game at Ashland
picture of how lime is made.
Dec. 13 K-P Christmas Tea,
Int.
Wayne Close presented R paper
Club Party
on "The Manufacture of Sugar from Dec. IB Detroit game
Sugar Beets," giving a brief resume
of the process. Robert Bradley submitted a paper on "Minerals Associ- Literary Society To
Hold Amateur Night
ated with Limestone," and each member gave a short report on an article
Emerson Literary Society will
he had read in a current chemical
feature an amateur night at its meetjournal.
ing Monday evening.
At the last meeting Mary Louise
Prof. Fauley, Students
Hatfield, Lou Ann Murphy, and RoAttend Ford Broadcast ger Wheeler told fairy stories. Gloria Andrew gave a talk on glimpses
Five seniors In the music depart- of the Caribbean. This was followed
ment and Prof. Leon E. Fauley were
present at tho Ford Sunday Evening by everyone's taking part in a session of parliamentary practice.
Hour broadcast in the Detroit Masonic
Temple last Sunday.
The students are Don Grisier, Paul Methodist Sorority
Ullom, Pauline Egnew, Martha Riley
Receives New Members
and Marian Cunningham.
After spending Sunday night at
The Kappa Phi Methodist Sorority
the Detroit Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. initiated nine new members last Sunthe students went to Detroit Central day in the home of Mrs. Ralph G.
High School Monday where they ob- Harshman.
served Harry Sitra, outstanding voAfter the initiation service, Mrs.
calist in public school teaching, at B. R. Dunham of Toledo, spoke on
his work.
tho significance of Kappa Phi.
Following this talk refreshments
Knox College, the original "Old were served from a candle-lighted tea
Siwash," has been selected as the lo- table.
Dorothy Blackmore, sorority prescation for a series of "Old Siwash"
ident, presided over the meeting.
motion pictures.

Campus Bulletins
The Wesley League is planning s
forum for next week. All students are
invited to come snd submit questions
of a religious nature for general discussion.
Tickets for "Our Town" may
be secured by the presentation
of activity cards in the Well today from 3 to 5 p.m. If any
tickets are left they will bo available between the hours of 7 and
7:30 before each show. Students
are nrged to got their tickets
today and get preferred seats.
Tickets ure available* to students
for either Thnraday or Friday
nights.
All mil of stale students should return questionnaires to Dr. G. W.
Cooke immediately.

Masque and Mantle club will
meet tonight at 8 p.m. in Prof.
Upton Palmer's room.
The Y. W.-Y. M. Reception committee will sponsor a nickelodlan
Christmas dance following the Bowling
Green-Youngatown
basketball
game here Saturday evening. There
will be a special treat and admission
will be five cents.
The Phi Alpha Chi Accounting
Club will meet tonight at 7
p.m. in 300 P.A.
The Y.M.C.A. will not meet tomorrow night because of the conflict with
the play production, "Our Town."
All intramural team managers
are to meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
the men's gym. All players and
managers are asked to watch
bulletin board in the men's gym
for further announcements.

Toledo Attorney
Is Speaker For Professors Attend
Government Club Lima I. A. Meeting
Speaking before the members of
the newly founded government club,
Stanley K. Levison, attorney from
Toledo, discussed the merits of the
city manager plan at the first meeting of this organization in the Practical Arts Building last Wednesday
night.
Representing the Toledo Junior
Branch of the City Manager League,
of which he is president, the young
attorney explained the difficulties
which confront a group of citizens
trying to establish good municipal
government.
Election of a temporary chairman,
formulation of a charter member role
for those present, and the appointment
of committees to draft a constitution,
plan the programs, and secure new
members featured the business taken
up before the speaker arrived.
Approximately twenty-five students
were made charter members. However,
the chairman of the membership committee stated that the committee is
out to double this number.
The club meets once a month, and
each meeting will be featured by an
authority speaking on some phase of
government, or a forum will be held
in which the students will participate.
Any student or faculty member interested in government is welcome
to join the organization, he declared.

Prof. D. J. Crowley and Prof. E.
C. Powell attended the meeting of
the Industrial Arts group of Allen
County and the four surrounding
counties last Wednesday night at
Lima. About 30 men, one-third of
them Bowling Green graduates, attended the meeting.
E. A. Havenstein, director of the
industrial arts department of the city
schools of Lima, addressed the group
and led the discussion with the subject of "Practical Phases of Design."
The next meeting will be held Jan.
10 in Lima, at which time Professor
Powell will speak on "My Bases for
Selection of Industrial Arts Projects."
We are hoping that this group,
which comprises five counties msy be
extended to include the entire 22
counties of Northwestern Ohio in the
near future, stated Professor Powell.

Best 25c Lunch
in town
QUICK LUNCH

Triple Oil
(Heavy Type)
Croquigole
Wave

Hears Student Papers

Prepare your wardrobe for the Holiday Season NOW!
Be able to accept those "spur of the moment" invitations knowing that your garments look RIGHT. The

GIANT HAMBURG"

PHONE 6611
A MAin-B
DIFFERENCE

SCHEIDHAUER'S
PASTRY SHOP

MACHINE WAVES $2.50 up
All permancnts guaranteed.
Open evening by appointment
Open
All
Night
South Main Street

Suggest For Her

CHRISTMAS GinSweaters and Skirts
Hosiery in Gift Boxes
(Buy her a box of hose)

Creative Beauty
Shop
123 E. Court

Phone 9811

A complete line of all
Nationally
Drugs,

Advertised

Cosmetics

and

Vitamins.

G&M

CUT
RATE

100 S. Main

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING
is easy at

DRUGS
Phone 6071

Rappaport's
Where you will find all on one
floor—
A wonderful array of

China, Glass, Pottery
FOR QUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Toys, Dolls, Games
Decorations

Favors
Candy

Model Dairy

Greeting Cards

PHONE 4441

Everything to make Christmas
s joyous occasion

THE CLA-ZEL

THE LYRIC

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Dec. S-7-8
DOUG FAIRBANKS Jr. in

WED.THUR.
Dec. 6-7
Open 2:15 Wed.

•RULERS OF THE SEA'
SAT. — Open 2:16 — Dec. 9
2 — FEATURES — 2

"Heaven On A
Barbed Wire Fence"

N. Main at Court St.

KESSEL'S

End Curl

$1.50

assures you of

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
139 E. Wooster

$1.95

Novelties

send your FORMALS....

skill of our experienced craftsmen
perfect cleaning and pressing.

"I Just Finished a

_J Jlfercace . kek-'• '
■ ■■.■■.■■ —» reeke In your holiday
fun end SUCCCMI SO. legercBeu of
your Kelp or near dneculty. aw
kern where leaf lielninj »nj wide
experience enable us to achieve lovely, lasting percusnents.

Permanent! $1.50 and up

Monty's Beauty
Salon
131 W. Wooster

Ph. 2611

"THE MIKADO"
Starring Kenney Baker
Sponsored by the Band Mothers'
Club of B.G.H.S.
FRI.-SAT.
Dec. 8-9
Open 2:16 Sat
GENE AUTRY in

"SABOTAGE'

"MEXICALI ROSE"

Admission lie, 16c till 6 p.m.;
lie, 26c after 6

Plas "Dick Tracy's C-Men"
Admission: lie and 16a

SUN.-MON.
Dec 10-11
Open 2:16 Sun.
LEW AYRES in

"THE SECRETS OF
DR. KILDARE"
TUE. — Open 2:46 — Dec. IS
Bargain Day
ALICE FAYE in

"BARRICADE"
Admission lie, 21c till 6 p.m.:
lie, 31c after 6

SUN.-MON.
Dee. 10-11
Open 2:16 Sunday
Charles Bickford, Barton
MacLane in

'Mutiny In The Big House'
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
Dec 12-13-14
Starring Lew Ayres

"All Quite On The
Western Front"

